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Cats and dogs have been around since time immemorial and especially cats appear frequently in Tokugawa prints. Dutch records show a fondness for the calico cat, with its distinctive fur a popular object in the wish lists of Japanese to the VOC, the Dutch East Asia Company in the Tokugawa period. Dogs present a slightly more complicated picture. Present in Japan since times immemorial, the import of new types of dogs by Chinese and VOC members of respectively Chinese and European races changed the role and position of dogs. The traditional *Norainu*, now called ‘Japanese dog’, mostly roaming the streets as a neighbourhood companion, got company from longhaired exotic types, exquisite status animals, owned by the rich and the powerful.

However, the really popular pet animals in Tokugawa Japan were small, at first sight inconspicuous, pets owned by commoners. Best known perhaps, are crickets and birds, kept for their singing qualities, beauty, or exclusiveness. Less well known is the popularity of goldfish and rats/mice (*nezumi*). Because of their size – and therefore they also do not eat that much - all these small species could well be kept by almost anyone, irrespective of social and financial status. The fact that they were cheap and popular also made them good business in the intensely consumerist urban centres of Tokugawa Japan. Pet shops selling pet paraphernalia as well as guide-books on how to breed and feed your birds, mice or goldfish catered to the demand of pet animal lovers and turned them into status animals in their own way.

This presentation focuses on the business surrounding these small pet animals and how they fit into a wide-spread ‘hobby’ culture, an important pillar of social life in the urban centres of Tokugawa Japan.

Margarita Winkel (Leiden University) is now a visiting professor at TUFS (Tokyo Gaikokugo daigaku). Her research focuses on Japanese antiquarianism and popular culture in the Tokugawa period.
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